
 

Study the following sentences and choose the correct option :  
 

 

1. Choose the correct colour- idiom to replace the underlined misused one .  

                                      .  handed-reda Nobody goes to the new private sports club. The building is       
 

       a. out of the blue             b. see red                  c. white elephant              d.feel abit blue  
 

                                                           

 

2. The underlined colour idiom in the following sentence means : 
 .out of the blueI was shocked when I heard the news. It came completely        

      a. permission               b. a useless possession          c. unexpectedly                d. angry  
 

3. Choose the correct word to replace the underlined misused one to make the correct collocation. 

     . time learning foreign languages attendI like to        

     a. earn                               b. take                                c. spend                                   d. catch 
 

 
 
 

4. Students can ------------------- to the website of their school, they can post work and photos .  
     a. share                  b. compare                  c. contribute                          d. create 

 

 ?   What feeling does the underlined phrase expressfrom time to time .     uefeel a bit blIt’s normal to . 5

     a. anger                 b. sadness               c. permission                      d. possession 

                                                           

?  What feeling does the underlined phrase expressyour blood pressure is raised.     red,  seeWhen you . 6

     a. anger                       b. sadness                    c. permission                        d. possession    

 

7.  Choose the correct colour idiom to replace the underlined phrase which has the same meaning .   

.               ! to go ahead with our projectthe permission Have you heard the good news ? We've got        

      a. out of the blue             b. see red                  c. white elephant              d. the green light 
 

 

.             ! to go ahead with our projectwhite elephant Have you heard the good news ? We've got a . 8 

    Replace the underlined misused colour idiom with the correct one.   
   a. out of the blue             b. the green light                  c. useless possession             d.feel abit blue  

 
9. Adeeb got the ------------------- for the prosthetic leg for his father when he was at the beech with his family.             

c. idea             d. course   a. interest             b. attention                     

 
10. Adeeb caught the ------------------- of the Sheikh because of his inventions. 

     a. interest             b. attention                  c. idea             d. courses 

 

11. The world will be at your fingers.                                                                                                               

---------------------------------------.  used in the above sentence rhetorical deviceIdentify the type of         

    a. simile                  b. onomatopoeia                  c. metaphor                         d. personification 
 

 

12. Pollution has some serious negative ------------ on the environment, such as the death of wildlife and plant life.  

      a. transport            b. growth                  c. waste           d. effects   

 
13. We can all work hard to reduce our carbon -------------- by living a more environmentally-friendly lifestyle.  

      a. planning            b. economic                  c. footprint           d. effects   

 
 

14. The need for more effective urban --------------- is evident when we consider modern day problems like traffic. 

      a. planning            b. economic                  c. footprint           d. effects   

 
15. If we take ----------------- transport more often, there will be fewer cars on the roads. 
      a. puplic            b. bublic                 c. public           d. publek  

 

 



 

16 . Tell me about the novel you’re reading. Where does the story take ------------------------------ ?  
      a. down            b. around                 c. up           d. place  

 

 .to our destination smoothly will take usNew means of transportation . 17       

                     The underlined words in the sentence above represent one of the following rhetorical devices.  

     a. simile                  b. onomatopoeia                  c. metaphor                         d. personification                   

        

 18.  If you’re free at the weekend, let’s ----------------------------------- and go shopping together.  
      a. wake up            b. look around                 c. meet up           d. get started  

 

19. Luckily, the police arrived and the thief was caught --------------------------------- .  
 

    a. see red             b. feel a bit blue           c.  the green light          d. red-handed 
         

 

 

 

 

 

 

20. I was shocked when I heard the news. It came completely ----------------------------.  
 

   a.   permission         b.   unexpectedly         b.  a useless possession        b.   in the act of doing something wrong 

 
 21. Brilliant students always ----------------------------- their teachers' attention with their remarkable answers.  

 

      a. attend       b.  catch        c. take        d. spend   

 
22. Fatima plans to ------------------------------ several courses on prosthetic with specialized people.  

      a. attend       b.  catch        c. take        d. spend   

 

23.  The phrase which have the same meaning as “give your ideas to others” is -------------------------.  

       a.  create a website    b.  compare ideas        c.  share ideas      d.  contribute to a website   

 

24. ---------------- is to construct a website that currently doesn’t exist .    

       a.  Create a website       b.  Monitor a website       c.  share a website          d.  compare a website 

 

26.  The phrase which have the same meaning as “ an informal discussion ” is -----------------------.  

       a. send photos        b. compare ideas          c. share ideas          d.  talk to people    

 

. we will save energy fore,ThereLights will go on and off automatically. . 72 
      The function of using “Therefore” is -------------------------------------------- 

       a. consequence              b. contrast               c. addition                d. simile  

 
. ology, it is still unreliable and very inconvenientthe recent advances in techn Despite. 82 

      The function of using “Despite” is ----------------------------------------------- 

       a. consequence               b. contrast               c. addition                 d. simile  

  
. their computers sometimes fail However,less cars  automatically avoid crashes. Driver. 92 

------------------------------------------- is “However”The function of using         
       a. consequence               b. contrast               c. addition                 d. simile  

 

 

30. Treatment and medicines will taste as delicious as real food.  

      The function of using ( as ….. as ) is ------------------------------ 

       a. consequence                b. contrast               c. addition                 d. simile  

 
 

GOOD LUCK 
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